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ABSTRACT
The accuracy of regular serum methods to detect ABO blood groups can be negatively affected by some
factors, such as irregular antibodies, autoantibodies or effects of diseases leading to false or weak agglutination.
This study aimed to accurately identify ambiguous ABO blood groups by serological and gene detection methods.
The samples were collected in the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical University from December 2018 to
December 2019. ABO genotyping was performed by polymerase chain reaction-sequence specific primer (PCRSSP) method in 20 samples, and ABO exons 6 and 7 or FUT1 and FUT2 genes were sequenced in 5 samples. The
genes detected in the 21 specimens included 4 cases of A/B, 2 cases of A205/O01, 3 cases of A/O01, 3 cases of
A/O02, 1 case of O01/O01, 1 case of O01/O02, 1 case of B/O01, 1 case of B/O02, 1 case of Bel/O01, 1 case of
Cisab01/O01, 1 case of rare B/O04, 1 case of Bombay-like Bmh, 1 case of new gene showing c.261del G of exon
6, c.579 T>C of exon 7 and B new/O01. This study suggests that ABO blood group genotyping technology
combined with serological typing can be used for accurately typing ambiguous blood groups.
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INTRODUCTION
The ABO blood group is the most strongly
expressed antigen system on the surface of red blood
cells[1]. Due to natural dual antibodies[1], it is essential
to accurately identify the ABO blood group before
blood transfusion. This ensures a safe, accurate and
effective blood transfusion. Often, the identification of
rare ABO subtypes lacks accuracy and timeliness due
to limitations inherent in traditional serological methods,
which may easily cause serious harm to health[2]. The
application of molecular biological methods for ABO
blood groups, combining the method of serology and
gene detection, is beneficial to the accurate identification of
ambiguous ABO blood groups and guarantees blood

transfusion safety[3]. This paper summarizes the process of using genetic analytical methods to determine
the ABO blood group of 21 patients with inconsistent forward and reverse ABO group typing from the
samples collected in the First Affiliated Hospital of
Nanjing Medical University from December 2018 to
December 2019.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient information
A total of 21 patients, whose forward and reverse
of ABO group typing were inconsistent and could not
be determined by serological testing, were tested using
biological methods in the First Affiliated Hospital
from December 2018 to December 2019. There were
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10 females and 11 males with an average age of (57 ±
17) years. The basic information and disease diagnoses are shown in Table 1. The study was approved by
the ethics committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of
Nanjing Medical University.
Table 1 The information of patients in this study
Serial number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Gender
female
female
male
male
male
female
female
male
male
male
female
male
female
female
male
male
male
male

Age
63
73
67
79
53
78
49
67
51
81
72
39
77
36
38
56
45
53

19
20
21

female
female
female

30
74
26

Diagnosis
Colonic adenocarcinoma
Arrhythmia
Bilateral necrosis of femoral head
Thrombocytopenia
Malignant tumor of cardia
Coronary heart disease
Congestive cardiomyopathy
Acute non-lymphocytic leukemia
Type I respiratory failure
prostatic cancer
Colon cancer
Chronic myelomonocytic leukemia
coronary heart disease
Female infertility
Bronchiectasis with hemoptysis
Gastric adenocarcinoma
Cut wound of left lower limb
Left thalamus hemorrhage breaks into
ventricle
Pregnancy condition
Right inferior pulmonary nodule
Pregnancy condition

ABO serological blood typing
Blood typing was performed using the microcolumn
gel card and test tube method according to the
operating procedures provided by the manufacturer
and reference[4]. The specific method was as follows:
Clean the test tube and mark them anti-A, anti-B, A, B,
and O, respectively. One drop of 3%-5% erythrocyte
in a normal saline test sample suspension was added
to the anti-A and anti-B tubes; two drops of the test
sample plasma were added to tubes A, B and O, respectively. Add one drop of anti-A and anti-B standard
serum reagents to the anti-A and anti-B tubes, respectively; add 1 drop of 5% A, B and O reagent red blood
cell suspension to tube A, B and O, respectively. Gently
mix and centrifuge the test tubes at 1 000 r/min for 1 min.
Shake the test tube gently to determine the result.
Absorption and elution test
The patient's hematocrit red blood cells 1 mL and
O-type control red blood cells were placed overnight
at 4°C with human-derived anti-A or B serum, respectively for the absorption test. They were washed 6
times with pre-heated 4°C normal saline the next day
and then dispersed for 10 min with 56°C water bath
heat. The agglutination experiment was performed
with the release fluid and A or B cells, and the last cell
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washing solution was used as a control[4].
Saliva blood group substance test
This experiment and specific test procedures were
performed in accordance with the laboratory's established test operation manual and guidelines[2].
PCR-SSP
A total of 400 μL regional citrate anticoagulation
(RCA) whole blood was drawn from the patient for
DNA extraction according to the instruction provided
by the kit purchased from Tiangen Biotech (Beijing)
Co., Ltd. The extracted DNA concentration was adjusted
to 20-30 ng/μL, A260/A280 at a ratio of 1.8-2.0. The
PCR system including 110 μL d-NTP buffer working
solution, 0.9 μL Taq polymerase (5 U/μL and 10 μL
DNA/sample DNA configuration solution was mixed
and seeded to 10 μL/well. The ABO Genotyping Kit
was purchased from Tianjin Super Biotechnology
Development Co., Ltd. (batch number: 201906001)
and the Taq Polymerase was purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific. The PCR amplification procedures
were as follows: 96°C 2 min, 96°C 20 s, 68°C 60 s,
5 cycles; 96°C 20 s, 65°C 45 s, 72°C 30 s, 10 cycles;
96°C 20 s, 62°C 45 s, 72°C 30 s, 15 cycles; 72°C
3 min, 4°C for storage. The amplified products were
electrophoresed on a 2.5% agarose gel at 140 V for
20 min and the images were analyzed by a fully automated chemiluminescence image analysis system.
Genetic sequencing test
Patient samples were amplified by exons 6 and 7
of the ABO gene and then sequenced using an ABO
exons 6 and 7 sequence kit (Jiangsu ZojiWat Biomedical Co., Ltd. China). The sequencing primers can
be observed in the literature[3]. The measured gene
sequence was compared with the ABO * A101 structure on file (GenBank serial number: AJ536122) using
Seq Scape 3 software[5].

RESULTS
Serological and PCR-SSP results of the 21
patients with ABO discrepancy
Genes detected in the 21 samples included 3 cases
of A/O01 (Fig. 1A), 2 cases of B/O01 (Fig. 1B), 3
cases of A/O02 (Fig. 1C), 1 case of B/O02 (Fig. 1D), 4
cases of A/B (Fig. 1E), 1 case of O01/O01 (Fig. 1F), 2
cases of A205/O01 (Fig.1G), 1 case of O01/O02 (Fig.
1H), among which, the blood type of samples 11, 14,
16, 18 and 21 could not be determined by the Human
ABO Blood Typing Genotyping PCR-SSP Kit, and
further gene sequencing was performed (Table 2).
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Fig. 1 The PCR-SSP results of patients in this study. A: The genotyping of A/O01 (A is exclusive of A201 and A205 allele
gene) which is representative of specimen No.1, 5 and 6. B: The genotyping of B/O01 (B is inclusive of B CisAB and B(A) allele gene)
representative of specimen No.7, 11 and 14). C: The genotyping of A/O02 (A is exclusive of A201 and A205 allele gene) representative
of specimen No.2, 10 and 20. D: The genotyping of B/O02 (B is inclusive of B CisAB and B(A) allele gene) representative of specimen
No.17. E: The genotyping of A/O02 (A is exclusive of A201 and A205 allele gene meanwhile B is inclusive of B CisAB and B(A) allele
gene representative of specimen No.3, 4, 8 and 19). F: The genotyping of O01/O01 representative of specimen No.15. G: The genotyping of
A205/O01 representative of specimen 12 and 13. H: The genotyping of O01/O02 representative of specimen No.9.
Table 2 Serological typing and PCR-SSP for ABO blood typing
Forward ABO typing

Serial
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

anti-A
4+
mf
4+
±
1+
-

anti-B
4+
2+
2+
4+
+
4+
2+
4+
-

anti-AB
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
+
4+
-

anti-H
4+
4+
2+
+
4+
2+
3+
+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
3+
2+
4+
2+
4+

21

-

2+

+

4+

Absorption
anti-A1 elution test
3+
A
Not done
Not done
A/H
+
B
B
Not done
-

mf: mixed field.

Gene sequencing results
Among the 21 cases of ABO ambiguous blood

Not done

Reverse ABO typing
Ac
+
+
+
+
2+
4+
3+
+
+
4+
±±
4+
+
4+
±±
2+

Bc
4+
4+
±
4+
4+
+
4+
+
4+
4+
+
±±
+
4+

Oc
+
-

4+

+

+

PCR-SSP
A/O1
A/O2
A/B
A/B
A/O1
A/O1
B/O01
A/B
O01/O02
A/O2
B/O01
A205/O1
A205/O1
B/O01
O01/O01
Not Done
B/O02
Indeterminacy
A/B
A/O2
Novel ABO
Subgroup Allele

groups samples, No.11, 14, 16, 18 and 21 could not be
identified by Human ABO Blood Group Genotyping
PCR-SSP. Therefore, exons 6 and 7 of ABO or FUT1
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and FUT2 were sequenced. Specimen No.18 was B101
/O04 (c.261delG of exon 6, c.579T>C of exon 7) (Fig.
2A). Specimen No.14 was Bel03 / O01 (c.261delG
of exon 6, 502C>T of exon 7) ( Fig. 2B ). Specimen No. 11 was Cisab01 / O01 (c.261 del G of exon

6, c.467C>T, 803C>G of exon 7) (Fig. 2C). Specimen No.21 was the new gene B New / O01 (261delG
of exon 6, c 579T>C of exon 7) (Fig. 2D). Specimen
No.16 was Bmh (547_548delAG homozygosity on FUT1,
357C>T homozygous mutation on FUT2) (Fig. 2E).

A.

B.

C.

579T ＞ C heterozygosis

467 ＞ T heterozygosis

D.

502C ＞ T heterozygosis

579T ＞ C heterozygosis

803C ＞ G heterozygosis

E.

Fig. 2 The gene sequencing results in this study. A: ABO genotyping of specimen No.18 is B101/O04. B: ABO genotyping of
specimen No.14 is Bel03/O01. C: ABO genotyping of specimen No.11 is CisAB 01/O01. D: ABO genotyping of specimen No.21 is
B new/O01. E: ABO genotyping of specimen No.16 is Bmh.
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DISCUSSION
The most important test prior to blood transfusion
is for ABO blood group compatibility, however, the
occurrence of ABO subtypes can bring difficulties
to accurate identification[7]. ABO subtypes generally
show as inconsistencies between the forward and
reverse ABO blood group or consistent, but with weak
reaction intensity (the forward stereotype intensity
<4+ or the reverse stereotypes intensity <2+)[8]. In this
study, the most common inconsistencies were found
when forward typing O and reverse typing AC and
BC were conducted, with the agglutination intensity
difference being ＞ 2+, in specimens 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 13, 14
and 20. No antigens of the corresponding subtype were
detected by the serological absorption and diffusion
testing of these samples, however, PCR-SSP methods
accurately determined whether the A or B gene was
present. Specimens with weak antigen expression,
such as specimens 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 18, 19 and 21, were
confirmed by molecular biological testing to be the
corresponding subtypes of weakly expressed antigens.
Specimens with weak antibody expression, such as
specimens 9, 15 and 17, were tested by PCR-SSP,
and it was found that specimens with weak antibody
expression in this paper did not have ABO blood
group subtypes.
More elusive specimens in this paper were 11, 16,
18 and 21. While the serological results suggested that
specimen No. 11 might be CisAB blood group, further
sequencing of exon 6 and exon 7 of ABO confirmed
that the ABO genotype was indeed CisAB01/O01. The
serological testing of specimen 16 showed negative H
antigen expression, suggesting a Bombay or Bombaylike blood type. FUT1 and FUT2 gene sequencing
showed 547-548 del AG homozygosity for the FUT1
gene and a 357 C>T homozygous mutation in the
FUT2 gene. The final assessment was a Bombay-like
blood type. The patient was a 56-year-old male, for
whom a family check was completed (both his parents
passed away). The blood type of his wife and son was
tested. His wife was O01/O02 and his son was O01/
O02. They were not Bombay-like blood type. The
serological testing of specimen 18 indicated a weak
B antigen expression and a B subtype was considered
possible. However, the PCR-SSP test could not determine the ABO genotype, so exon 6 and exon 7 genes
were sequenced, indicating B101/O04.
The O04 case reported here was from a 53-year-old
male whose wife had passed away, and was the fourth
reported in China, and its genetic characteristics
reacted with A gene primer[9]. This O04 allele may be

due to a reduction in the expression of B gene. Exon 6
and exon 7 gene sequencing was performed on his son
and his daughter, and the results showed that his son
inherited the (B101) O04 gene, while his daughter's
gene was Bw12/O02. No.21 sample's ABO blood
group genotype also could not be determined by PCRSSP method. Further sequencing testing showed that it
may be a new gene, a c.579 T>C mutation of exon 7,
with the characteristics of B New/O01.
ABO serological phenotype testing is affected
by physiological and pathological factors, such
as hematologic disease, allogeneic hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation, organ transplantation,
massive blood transfusion and irregular antibodies. This
work mainly involved ABO subtypes. ABO subtypes
are mainly manifested in the differential expression of
ABO antigen. The weakening of antigen intensity, or
the agglutination reaction of mixed field type and the
inconsistency between forward and reverse typing
often lead to difficulties in determining blood type[10].
The serological technique can identify regular ABO
blood group phenotypes, but is insufficient for identifying
abnormal expression individuals. Moreover, serological performance is often affected by many factors. The
results indicate that the serological method cannot
confirm ABO blood group alone, but rather should be
combined with ABO genotyping method in diagnosis.
PCR-SSP is a simple and effective method for gene
diagnosis, but it can only detect known single
nucleotide polymorphisms and may miss unknown
gene mutations, which is a defect of this technology.
In addition, unless all known SNPs are identified,
incorrect genotyping results may be obtained. Gene
sequencing technology can provide accurate nucleotide
information and is the gold standard of gene detection
for the confirmation of subtypes. Gene sequencing is
needed for accurate typing in cases of ambiguous blood
groups samples.
In summary, any ABO blood groups that cannot be
determined by the serological method can be further
analyzed by molecular biological method, thus laying
the foundation for blood transfusion safety.
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